
FROM POSITIVE TO ARBITRARY:

THE ANCIENTS AND THE MODERNS



“We ought to read the writings of the 
ancients, for it is of great advantage to
be able to make use of the labours of so
many men.”

RENE DESCARTES 1628RULES FOR THE DIRECTION OF THE MIND



“But at the same time there is a 
considerable danger that if we study
these works too closely traces of their
errors will infect us...For, once writers 
have credulously and heedlessly taken 
up a position on some controversial 
question, they are generally inclined 
to employ the most subtle arguments
in an attempt to get us to adopt their
point of view.”

RENE DESCARTES 1628RULES FOR THE DIRECTION OF THE MIND



“...even though we have read all the 
arguments of Plato and Aristotle, we
shall never become philosophers if we
are unable to make a sound judgment
on matters which come up for discussion;
in this case what we would seem to have 
learnt would not be science but history. 

RENE DESCARTES 1628RULES FOR THE DIRECTION OF THE MIND



How to engage ANTIQUITY in an 
age of RADICAL DOUBT?



1) Question it, verify it, and 
PERFECT IT.



2) Question it, verify it, and 
BUILD UPON IT.



Did the ANCIENTS stand at the end
of creation or the beginning?



PHILIBERT DE L’ORME 1567LE PREMIER TOME DE L’ARCHITECTURE
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FREART DE CHAMBRAY 1650A PARALLEL OF THE ANCIENT ARCHITECTURE WITH THE MODERN



ACADEMIE ROYALE D’ARCHITECTURE 
(Founded: December 30, 1671)
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NICOLAS-FRANCOIS BLONDEL 1683COURS D’ARCHITECTURE

“Messieurs, the viewpoint that I dare to 
convey in this course of instruction is 
founded on some of the experience that 
I have acquired by the study and practice 
of architecture over a long time.”



NICOLAS-FRANCOIS BLONDEL 1683COURS D’ARCHITECTURE

“Let us therefore work, Messieurs, under 
so illustrious protection to merit the graces 
provided for us by the King, and to render 
ourselves worthy of the tasks for which his 
Majesty calls us. Let us confer together with 
good faith and sincerely communicate our 
ideas for the advancement of architecture.”



NICOLAS-FRANCOIS BLONDEL 1683COURS D’ARCHITECTURE

“Because to be true architects, it is not 
enough to have a mediocre understanding 
of the rules of this excellent art; this 
quali�cation demands a conjunction of 
so many virtues and di�erent kinds of 
knowledge that an entire lifetime is 
insu�cient to acquire it.”



NICOLAS-FRANCOIS BLONDEL 1683COURS D’ARCHITECTURE

“�rough our study, work, and manner 
of noble, generous, and unsel�sh devotion, 
let us restore the name of architecture to 
its ancient luster. And let us make known 
by our works that this beautiful art was 
with justice honored among the ancients, 
where it was held in a scarcely imaginable 
esteem as far back in time as the Sacred 
Books.”



NICOLAS-FRANCOIS BLONDEL 1683COURS D’ARCHITECTURE

“God, a�er having made that horrible 
menace for his people to punish them for 
their impiety, stripped them of his wisdom 
and abandoned them to their folly; to 
add to their unhappiness, he even dep-
rived them of their architects.”
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ANTOINE DESGODETZ 1682LES EDIFICES ANTIQUES DE ROME



JEAN-FANCOIS FELIBIEN 1687THE LIFE AND WORKS OF THE MOST CELEBRATED ARCHITECTS



ITALIAN EXCESSES



FRANCESCO BORROMINI 1648SAN CARLO ALLE QUATTRO FONTANE (SAN CARLINO) | ROME
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MARK FOSTER GAGE 2014GUGGENHEIM MUSEUM COMPETITION | HELSINKI, FINLAND



GIAN LORENZO BERNINI 1620BLESSED SOUL (RIGHT) + DAMNED SOUL (LEFT)



GIAN LORENZO BERNINI 1625APOLLO AND DAPHNE



GIAN LORENZO BERNINI 1651ECSTASY OF SAINT TERESA



GIAN LORENZO BERNINI 1665BUST OF LOUIS XIV



GIAN LORENZO BERNINI 1665PROJECT FOR THE LOUVRE | PARIS, FRANCE
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From POSITIVE (ancient) to 
ARBITRARY (modern)
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“�e ancients rightly believed that the 
proportional rules that give buildings their
beauty were based on the proportions of 
the human body and that just as nature 
has suited a massive build to bodies made 
for physical labor while giving a slighter 
one to those requiring adroitness and agility, 
so in the art of building, di�erent rules 
are determined by the di�erent intentions 
to make a building more massive or 
more delicate.” 



CLAUDE PERRAULT 1683ORDONNANCE FOR THE FIVE KINDS OF COLUMNS

“Now these di�erent proportions together 
with their appropriate ornaments are what
give rise to di�erent architectural orders...”  



CLAUDE PERRAULT 1683ORDONNANCE FOR THE FIVE KINDS OF COLUMNS

“�ese di�erences between the orders that 
are based, with little exactitude or precision, 
on their proportion and characters are the 
only well-established matters in architecture. 
Everything else pertaining to the precise 
measurement of their members or the exact 
outline of their pro�les still has no rule on 
which architects agree...”



ARCHITECTS agree that there are / 
should be different ARCHITECTURAL
ORDERS. 



ARCHITECTS agree that there are / 
should be different ARCHITECTURAL
ORDERS.

But they don’t agree on their 
ABSOLUTE and CORRECT PROPORTIONS. 



CLAUDE PERRAULT 1683ORDONNANCE FOR THE FIVE KINDS OF COLUMNS

“...the beauty of a building, like that of the 
human body, lies less in the exactitude
of unvarying proportion and the relative 
size of constituent parts that in the grace
of its form.”



CLAUDE PERRAULT 1683ORDONNANCE FOR THE FIVE KINDS OF COLUMNS

“A face can be both ugly and beautiful 
without any change in proportions...
whereas, the dissimilar proportions of 
two di�erent faces can be equally beautiful. 
Likewise, in architecture, we see works 
whose di�ering proportions nevertheless 
have the grace to elicit equal approval...”



So...does BEAUTY require PROPORTION
or not? 



CLAUDE PERRAULT 1683ORDONNANCE FOR THE FIVE KINDS OF COLUMNS

“One must agree, however, that although 
no single proportion is indispensable to the
beauty of a face, there still remains a 
standard from which its proportion 
cannot stray too far without destroying 
its perfection.”



CLAUDE PERRAULT 1683ORDONNANCE FOR THE FIVE KINDS OF COLUMNS

“Similarly, in architecture, there are not only 
general rules of proportion, such as those 
that, as we have said, distinguish one order 
from another, but also detailed rules from 
which one cannot deviate without robbing 
an edi�ce of much of its grace and elegance.”



CLAUDE PERRAULT 1683ORDONNANCE FOR THE FIVE KINDS OF COLUMNS

“�is shows just how ill-founded is the 
opinion of people who believed that the 
proportions supposed to be preserved in 
architecture are as certain and invariable
as the proportions that give musical 
harmony it beauty and appeal...”



CLAUDE PERRAULT 1683ORDONNANCE FOR THE FIVE KINDS OF COLUMNS

“One must suppose two kinds of beauty 
in architecture and know which beauties 
are based on convincing reasons and 
which depend only on prejudice.”



For PERRAULT, there 2 KINDS of 
BEAUTY:



For PERRAULT, there 2 KINDS of 
BEAUTY:

POSITIVE BEAUTY and ARBITRARY BEAUTY



POSITIVE BEAUTY 
is UNIVERSAL and UNCHANGABLE



 

ARBITRARY BEAUTY
is RELATIVE and VARIABLE 



For the ANCIENTS, the ORDERS and
their PROPORTIONS were UNIVERSAL 
(POSITIVE) 



For PERRAULT (MODERN), PROPORTIONS 
were ARBITRARY and subject to 
fashion, taste, and their relative
epistems.  



From PROPORTION to SYMMETRY



CLAUDE PERRAULT 1683ORDONNANCE FOR THE FIVE KINDS OF COLUMNS

“�ee word symmetry has another meaning 
in French; for it signi�es the correspondence 
in a building between right and le�, high and 
low, front and back, whether in size, shape, 
height, colour, number, or placing -- indeed
in everything that can make one part resemble 
another; and it is rather odd that Vitruvius 
never spoke of this kind of Symmetry, 
which accounts for much of the beauty 
of Buildings.



PROPORTION is POSITIVE



PROPORTION is POSITIVE 
SYMMETRY is ARBITRARY
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